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WP2 dissemination events in the UK as (participatory action) research 

In the UK WP2 dissemination eve vents have been built in the research process in a number of ways. 

First, two workshops with young people from Coventry and Nuneaton were organised in 

collaboration with the Herbert Art Gallery and Museum (see description of workshops and outcomes 

below). Bering part of The Herbert’s outreach work the workshops’ thematic scope was influenced 

by the MYPLACE research focus on role of history and memory of difficult past in young people’s 

political and civic engagement. Second, these workshops provided researches with opportunities to 

conducts participant observation and interviews and focus groups with young people. Third, the 

workshops were aiming to raise awareness among young people that their present day concerns 

were often historically contingents and, at the same time, the perceptions of the past were rooted in 

the present experiences of living in post-industrial society. Fourth, in their design workshops 

combined the learning process (young people were acquiring important media, audio-visual skills), 

personal development (e.g. experience of team work and inter-personal communication, building up 

self-esteem) with raising social awareness through ‘memory work’ and engagement with community 

history (visit to the ‘sites of memory’: local museums and historical buildings and places conducting 

intergenerational interviews, etc.). Effectively these workshop have strong element of participatory 

action research – that is researching with community (with young people, local NGOs and museum) 

to address the issues that they concern. As a result of participation in workshops young people 

received recognised certificates of qualifications were gaining a qualification; attendance of these 

workshops was instrumental for some of them in enrolling to other vocational training programmes 

as well as enhancing their CVs. Importantly, through working together, designing and fulfilling small-

project tasks, learning IT and media skills as well as gaining experience of acting and research young 

people built self-esteem, conference, knowledge and transferable skills that they hopefully will be 

useful for their further educational and employment trajectories. Finally, these dissemination events 

produced tangible outputs in the form of photographic works, books and multimedia audio-visual 

productions. These outputs have been and will be further disseminated to the wider audiences by 

means of public exhibitions, as training materials used by practitioners working with young people, 

and as part of illustrative materials for university teaching programmes.   

Community memory and young people’s civic activism: Mining communities of West Midlands in 

times of socio-economic transformations, the 1950s, the 1970s-80s, 2008-12 

In July 2012, four sessions of the workshop with young people from the Art Alert group in Nuneaton 

were conducted. This workshop was organised in partnership with the Herbert and co-funded by the 

University of Warwick (as part of the impact programme of the Institute of Advanced Studies and 

the Connecting Cultures global priority programme). The project directly focused on the memories 

of the 1970s-80s as a ‘difficult period’ in local and national history. Altogether 6 young people take 

part in the workshop activities. As part of the workshop about community memory in the town a 

focus group discussion was organised with 5 young members of the Art Alert group from Nuneaton 

aged 16-21. The participants of this workshop can be characterised as young activists who had been 

engaged in several community-oriented activities, they expressed their interest in history and art.  
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Six young people from the Art Alert group in Nuneaton took part in a workshop series exploring 

community history and memory of the town’s industrial heritage, its transmission across generations 

and its impact on the young people’s perspective on a contemporary life in the small 

deindustrialised town. The workshop was organised as part of the collaboration between Warwick 

University and the Herbert Art Gallery and Museum and co-funded by the University of Warwick (as 

part of the impact programme of the Institute of Advanced Studies and the Connecting Cultures 

global priority programme) and the MYPLACE project. 

The workshop participants reflected upon the significance of the past and the town’s history using 

the medium of photography. The main theme of these photographic works is continuities and 

changes as they manifested in the town’s landscape: The towns’ landmarks are metaphors for the 

historical changes in the social fabric of the town which might be experienced as emergent cultural 

diversity but also as racism and xenophobia. The town’s historical and cultural heritage is 

appreciated but the authors are also concerned with fading memories and disinterest in Nuneaton’s 

history on the part of the younger generation. Young people reflect on the absences of some places 

significant for the town’s cultural landscape in the past, such as, the Old Co-op Hall or cinema 

theatres in the town’s centre. Importantly these places continue to be remembered and their social 

meaning is passed to younger generation through family memories, rumours, and urban myths. 

Some of the works express the nostalgia for the lost sense of community in the historically working-

class town making reference to urban decay, poverty, growing tensions and street violence as 

unintended consequences of de-industrialisation.   

Taking photographs, editing them, or searching for the images of historical Nuneaton on the Internet 

young people engaged with the emplaced memories of the town’s past. Their photographic works 

themselves became an embodiment of these memories. The work on photographs for the exhibition 

required from participants emotional involvement with the subject of local history, but also resulted 

their affective responses to the present conditions portrayed in some of the images. The 

photographic works resulted from this workshop constituted an exhibition ‘What’s history in 

Nuneaton’ that is available for public as printed on the pull-ups as well as electronically as a 12-

minute multi-media film with a slideshow of young people’s photographs accompanied by their  

narratives. The exhibition opens a window to young people’s experiences, at the same time, inviting 

an audience to reflect on their own memories of the past as an aspect of the present. 

The MYPLACE workshop in the Herbert Art Gallery and Museum 

In October – December 2013, ten sessions of the MYPLACE with young people from Coventry took 

place in the Herbert Art Gallery and Museum. Altogether 9 young people aged between 16 and 23 

took part in this workshop. As a result of the workshop a number of outputs was produced, including 

a mockumentary film ‘Who killed car industry’, photographic book ‘Young people of Coventry 

reflecting on changes and continuities in an urban life’, radio podcast The Coventry Market Traders, 

and a political radio ad ‘The Alternatives’. 

Who killed the car industry? The Film. 

The workshop participants were thinking about changes that have occurred in Britain through 

reflecting on their own recollections of dynamic transformations in technologies and social relations. 
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They brought in our discussions stories about life in the past that they heard from their parents and 

grandparents. What had become apparent from these stories was that often life trajectories of the 

older generations had been closely linked with the manufacturing industries rooted in Coventry. 

Their grandchildren are missing this sense of employment and community security.  

The closure of car-manufacturing plants and the departure of big automobile companies (including, 

Rover, Austin-Martin, Triumph, and later Peugeot and Jaguar) from Coventry since the 1970s had a 

devastating impact on the economic and social fabric of the city. Only two decades earlier Coventry 

had been raised from the ashes of the ‘Blitz’, being rebuilt in accordance with the futuristic vision of 

modern city planners. It experienced its golden age in the 1960s being a home to booming car 

manufacturing and related industries. However, the recession of the late 1970s and economic 

reforms of the 1980s led to de-industrialisation of the British economy.  

The 1970s-80s is a period in British history of radical transformations in the social, political and 

economic life of the country and one associated in the public mind with Margaret Thatcher. 

Historians of Coventry’s car industry describe the city at this time as ‘a microcosm of de-

industrialisation’ when between 1975 and 1982 the fifteen largest firms in the city shed a total of 

around 55000 jobs. In the course of the last 30 years Coventry has been transformed from a major 

centre of manufacturing industries - and one of the birth places of the British automobile industry - 

into a city whose employment opportunities are mainly in the service sector. The population of 

Coventry also declined through the 1970s and 1980s. The 2010 census shows that Coventry’s current 

population of 315,700 remains less than in 1971 (338,300) before the process of de-industrialisation 

had started. Arguably urban decline that began with the 1970s recession and subsequent de-

industrialisation has become endemic in Coventry and is manifested today in high levels of social 

deprivation. The city is ranked ‘most deprived’ in two domains – income deprivation and 

employment deprivation. 

Therefore, by asking ‘Who killed the car industry?’ young people tried to gain a better understanding 

of their current situation as a result of particular political and economic developments in Britain 

since the 1970s. ‘Who killed the car industry?’ is the name of the film produced by young people 

who took part in the MYPLACE workshop. Importantly the setting of two Coventry’s famous 

museums - the Herbert Art Gallery and Museum, and Transport Museum – where the workshop was 

run provided them with an opportunity for active engagement with material artefacts and artistic 

representations of the city’s community history and industrial heritage.    

Young people of Coventry reflecting on changes and continuities in an urban life.  

The photographic book 

One of the most important achievements of the MYPLACE workshop is that young people who took 

part in it had an opportunity to reflect on their present conditions by looking at the city’s and local 

communities’ past. This was a central aim for the graphics session called ‘Children of the 1990s’. In 

the course of the session young people use their memories of changes (technological, cultural, 

political, fashion, diet, etc.) to understand better the way and pace of development in contemporary 

society. The comic images included in this book represent participants’ common ‘living memories’ of 

contemporary Britain: the closure of the Woolworths’ store in Coventry, the spread of SMS texting, 
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the coming of Big Brother to television, changes in home entertainment instigated by pausing and 

recording live TV as well as YouTube culture, the arrival of ‘onesies’ in the fashion world, and the 

tragedy of Madeline McCann’s disappearance. 

For many, their knowledge about the past is mediated by popular culture that is often shaped by 

banal consumerism or political propaganda. In the course of this workshop young people were able 

to challenge some of these stereotypes and propaganda messages. Thus they look critically at David 

Cameron’s statement that ‘Britain is broken’. Young people came up with a number of things that 

should make British proud of their society, including NHS, multiculturalism, free secondary 

education, rich history, creativity and industrial heritage. At the same time, among the problems 

haunting contemporary society they mentioned ‘class system’, high unemployment and limited 

training and career opportunities for youth, gang crime, etc. Two (counter-) propaganda posters 

‘Britain is not broken’ dedicated to legacies of multiculturalism and welfare state resulted from this 

thoughtful evaluation.  

Radio productions: a political advertisement ‘The Alternatives’   

and podcast ‘Coventry Market Traders’ 

Workshop participants produce a radio advertisement for a mocked political party ‘The Alternatives’ 

where they presented their own vision of the policies needed to improve the future prospects of the 

younger generation, including training and employment programmes for the young, and a fight 

against age discrimination. The radio advertisement together with the film ‘Who killed car industry?’ 

have been used during a number of public demonstrations of the MYPLACE WP2 findings and 

outcomes including the research workshops hold in Aston University (November 2014) and in the 

Caucasus Research Resource Centre in Tbilisi (June 2014). The radio advertisement ‘The Alternatives’ 

has also been used as an illustrative material during teaching on the module ‘Understanding Social 

Divisions’ at Aston University (in 2014-15 academic year). 

Finally, in the course of the workshop young people learn how to produce a radio programme 

addressing the issues of current economic and social conditions and historical transformations in 

Coventry. After an interview training session and research on the place of Coventry market in the 

history of the city, the group conducted a number of interviews with traders in the city’s market 

asking questions about the impact of economic recession on their businesses and changes in social 

fabric of Coventry that they had observed over years of trading. These materials constituted the core 

of the radio podcast ‘Coventry Market Traders’.  The podcast was used for training purposes 

(learning radio editing and interviewing skills) by the local community radio station ‘HillzFM’ as part 

of the youth work programme run by the community centre WATCH in the Hillfields area of 

Coventry. This also a result of collaborative relationships between researchers working in MYPLACE 

and ‘Imagine’ project (another research project run by Warwick Sociology), the Herbert Art Gallery 

and Museum and the NGO Working Actively To Change Hillfields (WATCH).    

 

 


